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I'm so excited for you to get this

blueprint!

Using the power of blogging, I

quit my 9-5 corporate life and

build a 6-figure digital empire in

under 15 months.

One that allows me to live a life

full of freedom, creativity and

impact. 

Now, I teach creators and

entrepreneurs how to grow their

audience and influence online. I

hope this blueprint will help you

take the first step towards

building your own empire!

Shruti Pangtey

HEY THERE, I'M SHRUTI!
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https://www.instagram.com/shrutipangtey/
https://www.pinterest.com/indiangirling/
https://www.facebook.com/digitalempires.co/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHlld-wj2sP40Feb-oVZmdg


BLOG LAUNCH BLUEPRINT

STEP 1: PICK A BLOG NAME + DOMAIN

A "domain" is essentially the digital address of your website.

Ideally the name of your blog is the same as your domain.

Pick a name that is easy to remember, unique and represents

your brand. Once you have decided your blog name run a

check to see if the domain is available to buy.

STEP 2: GET HOSTING 

A host is where you rent your space online. Make sure to start

with SELF-HOSTING and not get trapped into a shared hosting

model. This will allow you maximum freedom and is cost-

effective in the long-run.
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STEP 3: INSTALL WORDPRESS

Wordpress.org is your Content Management System. (CMS)

This is the backend of your blog where you will create posts,

customise your blog and make all the good stuff happen.

Check out your host's admin panel to download and install

Wordpress to your blog.

STEP 4: PICK A THEME

A theme is the front-end of your blog. Its what a new visitor

would see when they first arrive at your blog. A good theme is

fast, customisable and easy to use. You can pick a free theme

from Wordpress.org or you can pay for a premium one. I

would recommend starting out with a free one and then

upgrading once you're comfortable with the tech aspect of

blogging.

.
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STEP 5: WRITE YOUR FIRST POST

Phew! That was quite something eh? I promise it gets easier

with time. Now that you have your domain + hosting + theme

+ Wordpress set up, its time to create your first blog post.

Click on "Post" and then "Add new" and get to working!

Before you launch your blog, make sure to have at least 10

blog posts in your top categories. This makes a blog look

more professional and gives readers a reason to stay.

STEP 6: SET UP BLOG'S SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS 

You've created posts. What comes next? How do you get more

people to find you and read your blog? This is where the

magic of social media comes into place. Try to pick 2 or a

maximum of 3 platforms and create business pages or

accounts that will be solely used for promoting your blog. You

can also convert your personal account for business. I

recommend starting out with Facebook (business page),

Pinterest (business account) and Instagram.

.
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STEP 7: PROMOTE & LAUNCH YOUR BLOG

D-day is here! Now that you've done all the foundational work

it's time to let people know you have a blog. Message your

friends and networks and start building a buzz around your

blog. This is an ongoing process that is KEY to making it big

in blogging. The logic is simple. The more people that read

your blog, the bigger your audience and influence. The more

chances you have to monetise your platform.

STEP 8: START AN EMAIL LIST 

So someone came to your blog. How do you keep them in your

network? The ONLY traffic you own is your email list. You can

start by offering a weekly newsletter with tips and updates or

offer a free ebook/PDF/guide to anyone who signs up to your

website.

.
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LOOKING TO FAST TRACK YOUR
BLOGGING SUCCESS?

ENROLL IN CEO BLOGGER ACADEMY  
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https://digitalempires.co/ceo-blogger-academy/

